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Abstract—During the test of ITER conductors at nominal 

conditions, a degradation of the current sharing temperature (Tcs) 
has been observed after electromagnetic cyclic loading. Rather 
than focusing on the microscopic phenomena at the origin of the 
degradation, the degradation process has been studied from a 
statistical point of view, analyzing the whole dataset of ITER 
conductors: average degradations have been calculated after 
various cycle numbers. Possible correlation with the strand critical 
current has also been analyzed. In order to model the evolution of 
Tcs has been correlated with the reliability against cracks 
formation; the reliability is in turn defined according to a two 
parameters Weibull distribution. The validity of th is approach has 
been tested with the so-called “Weibull plot”. The Weibull 
exponents were calculated for several ITER conductors and were 
found to be lower than one, indicating that the failure rate, which 
may be regarded as the formation rate of fractures in the filaments 
composing the strands, is decreasing with the number of cycles. 
 

Index Terms— Superconducting cables, CICC, Weibull, ITER.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE current sharing temperature, Tcs, at operating conditions 
is the most relevant parameter for the qualification and test 

of the Toroidal Field (TF) and Central Solenoid (CS) 
conductors. Since the test of the CS insert [1] and the following 
tests of conductors in SULTAN [2], a degradation of Tcs with 
the number of electromagnetic cycles, n, has been observed. In 
Nb3Sn Cable-In-Conduit-Conductors (CICC) subjected to 
transverse electromagnetic load, the strands experience axial 
compression (originating from the difference in thermal 
contraction between the jacket and the strands) coupled with 
severe bending (due to the Lorentz forces), resulting in a 
complex strain distribution across the cable [3]. Compressive 
strain reduces critical temperature and critical current of the 
strand; in severe bent strands, filaments under high tensile strain 
may fracture. Both axial compression and fractures (which are 
induced by tensile strain resulting from bending) are responsible 
for the Tcs degradation. Various models [3-5] have been 
developed to describe the effect of thermal and electromagnetic 
stress on the transport properties of CICC, taking into account 
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the conductor parameters. Nevertheless, models describing the 
evolution of Tcs with cyclic loading are not yet available. 

In the first section of this paper the degradation of Tcs is 
studied from a statistical point of view, analyzing the whole 
dataset of ITER conductors [6]. The main motivation behind 
this analysis is the expectation to find correlations and general 
behaviors, and eventually to predict performances. In the 
second section, a model, based on Weibull distribution, is 
introduced, which may be used to describe the evolution of Tcs 
as a function of electromagnetic cyclic loading. 

II. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TCS 

Measurements of the new generation of ITER conductors 
started in 2007 in SULTAN. As of August 2011, 44 TF 
conductors (assembled in 22 SULTAN samples) and four CS 
conductors (assembled in two SULTAN samples) have been 
measured. Conductors were provided by six domestic agencies 
and several industries were involved in the manufacturing. All 
the measured conductors have been considered, instead of 
restricting the analysis to a selected number of conductors. We 
are aware that, from 2007 to 2011, some parameters have 
changed, like triplet twist pitch (45 mm or 80 mm), joint 
fabrication method, wrapping, void fraction, number of voltage 
taps and so for. In addition, earlier conductors were 
pre-prototype conductors, while the most recent ones are 
production conductors. Nevertheless, the main design was 
unchanged, and variations in the manufacturing process can not 
be completely eliminated, because several companies are 
involved in the production process. Therefore all the 44 TF 
conductors should be considered for the analysis. 

Among the 22 TF samples, only six samples were prepared 
with two identical conductors, i.e. they were cut from the same 
manufactured length of conductor. The differences in Tcs 
measured on two identical conductors are reported in Table I. In 
two cases the difference was larger than 0.3 K, and in one case it 
was close to 0.2 K. It can be stated that, in general, variations of 
0.2 K or even 0.3 K between identical conductors can not be 
excluded. It follows that the effect of a certain parameter on Tcs, 
for example the triplet twist pitch, can not be resolved with 
accuracy better than 0.2 K or 0.3 K (accuracy on temperature 
measurement in SULTAN is ±0.05 K [7]). 

For all the conductors, Tcs was measured after the first cycle 
(n=1) and after about 600 cycles; 30 conductors were measured 
after about 1000 cycles and 24 conductors after the warm up/ 
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cool down (WUCD) following the 1000 cycles. Measurements 
after other numbers of electromagnetic cycles have also been 
carried out for a smaller number of conductors. Tcs values 
measured after 600 cycles, 1000 cycles, and 1000 cycles and 
WUCD are analyzed here because they are more relevant for the 
ITER magnets operation and because of the larger statistic. In 
Fig. 1 the Tcs degradation after 600 cycles, 1000 cycles and 
1000 cycles and WUCD is plotted. The values for the CS insert 
are also plotted for comparison, even if the measurement 
procedure was different from the standard TF test carried out in 
SULTAN. 

TABLE I 
TCS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IDENTICAL CONDUCTORS 

Sample name ∆Tcs at n=1 ∆Tcs at n=1000 

TFKO3 0.38 K 0.33 K 

TFCN2 0.36 K 0.09 K 

TFCN3 0.18 K 0.17 K 

TFUS4 0.10 K 0.16 K (n=600) 

TFCN1 0.06 K 0.01 K 

TFRF2 0.04 K 0.04 K (n=600) 

 
The gray band in the plots includes 68% (one sigma) of the 

values. More in details, 68% of the conductors show a Tcs 
degradation between 0.15 K and 0.35 K after 600 cycles (gray 
band in Fig. 1); after 1000 cycles the degradation is between 
0.2 K and 0.4 K and after WUCD it is between 0.3 K and 
0.45 K. If the sample design and manufacture is not 
substantially changed, similar degradation could be predicted 
for the whole production of ITER TF conductors. In Fig. 1 the 
values are plotted versus the Tcs values at the first cycle: no 
correlation is observed between the Tcs reduction and the initial 
value of Tcs, i.e. the degradation is not correlated with the initial 
value of Tcs. Tcs degradation measured on the CS insert is 
comparable to the one observed in the TF conductors, indicating 
that the mechanisms controlling the degradation are probably 
the same in the short SULTAN samples and in the long CS 
insert. 

It is reasonable to expect to find a correlation between the Tcs 
values of the CICC and the critical current of the strand used for 
the conductors. In fact, the minimum non-copper critical current 
density required from ITER was increased in 2004, in order to 
compensate for the decrease in Tcs observed in the CS insert, 
with the hope that higher Ic would lead to higher Tcs. The 
measured initial Tcs values are plotted versus the witness strand 
critical current (measured at 12 T, 4.2 K) in Fig. 2 for all TF 
conductors. The witness strand critical current has been chosen 
because it is available for all the TF conductors, while the 
scaling law parameters are available only for about 30 
conductors; in addition, witness strand Ic was found to correlate 
well with the Ic values calculated from the scaling law 
parameters. The potential Tcs has also been calculated, using the 
procedure described in [8] and assuming a strain state of 
-0.45%; this value is estimated from preliminary measurement 
of the critical temperature, which are still in progress. Potential 
Tcs were calculated for all the conductors for which the scaling 

law parameters are available. The potential Tcs is almost linear 
with the critical current and the slope is rather low, for example, 
an increase of 30% of Ic corresponds to and increase of about 
10% in Tcs. The general behavior of potential Tcs versus the 
witness strand critical current is plotted in Fig. 2 for the TF 
conductors (dashed lines).   

From Fig. 2 it appears that the measured Tcs are lower than the 
potential ones, which can be explained in term of change in the 
strain distribution (local increase in compression, see [3]) 
during the first electromagnetic cycle (n=1). The measured Tcs 
seems to scale with the critical current, even if the spread is 
quite large, being almost 2 K. From an analysis of the ITER 
database [6], no correlation was found between Tcs and any of 
the parameters mentioned above.  Only a weak correlation was 
found for the triplet twist pitch and the slope in the VI curves: 
conductors with values of Tcs much lower than the calculated 
ones (Fig. 2) have often either a twist pitch of 45 mm and/or 
negative values of the slope in the VI curves. 

  
Fig. 1.  Tcs degradation versus initial Tcs(n=1) after 600 cycles (top), after 

1000 cycles (middle), and after 1000 cycles and WUCD (bottom) for the TF 
conductors (full symbols), the CS conductors (open symbol) and the CS insert 
(square). The gray bands include 68% of the TF samples. 
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Fig. 2.  Initial Tcs versus witness strand critical current for TF conductors. 

Empty symbol are for the 45 mm triplet twist pitch conductors, while full 
symbols for the 80 mm pitch ones. Diamonds are used for the US alternative 
design. Arrows indicate samples with negative VI slopes. The potential Tcs 
values are located within the dashed lines. 

 

III.  WEIBULL ANALYSIS OF TCS EVOLUTION 

In most of the conductors, a sharp decrease of Tcs was 
observed at the beginning of the cyclic loading process, while 
after a large number of cycles the slope is smaller. Such 
behavior is qualitatively similar to the effect of axial cyclic load 
on critical current that has been measured in Nb3Sn strands [9]. 
It is supposed that the Tcs evolution can be modeled considering 
the evolution of crack formation. 

A. Weibull Distribution 

The Weibull distribution is a continuous probability 
distribution that was first introduced to describe the distribution 
of tensile strength measured in glass-fiber samples. In the field 
of superconducting materials, the Weibull distribution has been 
used, for example, to model the evolution of the critical current 
distribution under strain in Bi2223 tapes [10] and in coated 
conductors [11]. The Weibull distribution is widely used to 
model wear and degradation, because various failure behaviors 
can be obtained by varying the values of the parameters. More 
in detail, the probability density of observing a failure at time t 
in a statistical population of samples is: 
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where m is the Weibull exponent and T is a characteristic time. 
The reliability, R(t), is one minus the cumulative probability to 
observe a failure within the time t, that is 
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If the Weibull exponent, m, is larger than one, then the failure 

rate is zero at t=0 and it will increase with time; this choice is 
used to model the failure due to ageing. If the Weibull exponent 
is lower than one, the failure rate is maximal at t=0 and it will 
rapidly decrease with time. This is referred as “infant 
mortality”, and, for example, can describe the situation where 
components fail in the very beginning of the service life because 
of a fabrication defect. 

B. Weibull Analysis and CICC 

In a strand where a filament crack has occurred, the current 
will flow into the matrix around the crack, and a small ohmic 
voltage will be generated. This effect should be visible on the VI 
curve, resulting in a reduction of the exponential value. In 
addition, the current sharing temperature, Tcs, will also be 
reduced if the voltage criterion is small enough to be sensitive to 
the ohmic voltage. In large CICC composed of several hundreds 
strands, which in turn contain thousands of filaments, it is 
supposed that Tcs decreases when the total number of cracks 
increases. During the initial electromagnetic cycles, many 
cracks will occur (large failure rate), because the strand sections 
located in unfavorable positions, i.e. subjected to large bending 
strain, will crack. Increasing the number of cycle, it is 
reasonable to expect that less and less new cracks will occur 
after each cycle (failure rate decreases), because the strand 
sections located in “safe” positions, i.e. subjected to small 
bending strain, will keep their initial properties. The 
degradation in TF conductors, at least up to 1000 cycles, is not 
due to fatigue, otherwise Tcs should decrease only little for small 
number of cycles and show a steep decrease at large number of 
cycles. Under these assumptions, it is obvious to set Tcs 
proportional to the reliability, as in (2): for example, high 
reliability means that the rate of crack formation is low, which in 
turn implies a small degradation of Tcs. Therefore it is supposed 
that:  
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where n is the number of electromagnetic cycles, m is the 
Weibull exponent and N is a characteristic cycle number. The 
Weibull exponent is expected to be lower than one (failure rate 
decreasing with the number of cycles). Equation (4) can be 
rewritten as: 
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From (5) it follows that, if Tcs versus the number of cycles 

could be described by the Weibull distribution, the double 
logarithm of the reduced Tcs versus the logarithm of n should be 
a straight line. This is the so-called Weibull plot, and it is often 
used to verify whether a set of data can be modeled with the 
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Weibull distribution. It was not possible to apply the Weibull 
analysis to all the 44 TF conductors, because for some of them 
Tcs is not monotonic with the number of cycles. For example, Tcs 
was found to increase on TFJA1, TFUS1, TFUS2, TFUS3 
samples. For the other conductors, which showed a monotonic 
behavior in Tcs, the correlation coefficient of the linear fit in the 
Weibull plot was calculated.  The correlation coefficient was 
higher than 0.9 (good linearity) in more than half of the 
conductors and only 10 conductors had a correlation coefficient 
lower than 0.5, indicating poor linearity in the Weibull plot. Tcs 
versus number of cycles is plotted for some selected samples in 
Fig. 3, while the corresponding Weibull plots are shown in 
Fig. 4. The Weibull model can describe quite well the majority 
of samples, but it should pointed out that the model includes 
only the Tcs degradation due to filament fracture, while the effect 
of the increased compressive strain due to the change in strain 
distribution is not accounted. This may explain the poor 
linearity observed in some samples. 

 
Fig. 3.  Tcs evolution for some selected conductors. The lines are fitting of (4). 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Weibull plot for the data of Fig. 3. 
 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

Statistical analysis has been applied on the whole dataset of 
TF and CS conductors measured in SULTAN. Differences of 
0.2 K or even 0.3 K can not be excluded even between two 
identical conductors; this observation limits the accuracy when 
the effect of a design parameter is evaluated. The degradation of 
Tcs have been analyzed  after 600 cycles, after 1000 cycles, and 

after 1000 cycles and WUCD. For 68% of the conductors (±σ), 
the degradation is between 0.15 K and 0.35 K after 600 cycles, 
between 0.2 K and 0.4 K after 1000 cycles and between 0.3 K 
and 0.45 K after 1000 cycles and WUCD. The degradation does 
not correlate with the initial value of Tcs. Similar values of Tcs 
degradation should be expected for the future conductors to be 
tested in SULTAN, unless a major change in the design is 
introduced. 

Tcs is roughly proportional to the strand critical current, the 
whole dataset showing a trend similar to the one expected for 
potential Tcs (at -0.45%), but the scatter is very large, almost 
2 K. It was found that often underperforming samples (the ones 
with the lowest Tcs) have either a triplet twist pitch of 45 mm or 
exhibited a negative VI slope during the measurement. No 
correlation with other parameters could be established. 

The statistical Weibull distribution has been used for 
describing the decrease of Tcs with the number of cycles. In the 
model, the Tcs is supposed to be proportional to the reliability 
against crack formation. The Tcs Weibull model seems to 
describe quite well the majority of samples, but it can model 
only the Tcs degradation due to filament fracture. 
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